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CHECKING THE CONTENT

Is it a philosophy paper? That is, does it have a clearly expressed thesis? Is there a
well-defined argument for this thesis?

1. How does it fare with respect to the five categories explained in my “Grading
Scheme for Philosophy Papers”:

• articulation of thesis
• evidential support
• strength of thesis
• clarity of exposition
• creative spark?

2. How accurate is your use of language? Are you clear at every point on which of
the following you are talking about?

• an opinion or belief: something held by someone to be the case;
• a view or point of view): a perspective on some matter;
• an argument: one or more propositions (the premises) given in support of another

(the conclusion);
• a theory: a set of views or system of propositions that are structurally related to

one another, either by logic or mathematics;
• a speculation: a claim that is made on a comparatively insecure basis, or for

which the evidence (empirical or theoretical) is slim;
• a fact: a proposition that is uncontested, and regarded as true, proven, or

confirmed with respect to the appropriate standards of evidence;
• a hypothesis: something put forward for consideration, for proof or for

experimental testing;
• a proposition: what is asserted, a sentence or part of a sentence that is either

true or false; (rough SYNONYMS: assertion, claim, statement).

VALIDITY AND SOUNDNESS

• In logic these terms are defined in a precise way. We say that an argument is
valid if the conclusion follows from the premises: that is, if given the premises,
it is impossible to deny the conclusion. If we also think that the premises are
true, or acceptable by appropriate standards, we say the argument is sound.

• Statements, on the other hand, are expressions that can be true or false.

• According to this usage, we never talk of a valid statement, or of a true
argument.
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MAKE SURE YOU HAVE NOT COMMITTED ANY OF THE FOLLOWING SINS:

• The feeling failing: peppering your paper with references to feelings is taboo in
philosophy. Don't refer to people as “feeling” this or that, when you mean they
believe it, or that they argue for it.

• The proof-approval fallacy: confuses proof with agreement or approval, and
confuses refutation (i.e. disproof) with disapproval, denial or contradiction.
Don't say that “x refutes y” if you simply mean that x disagrees with y, or
contradicts y; to say that “x refutes y” is to say that x has given an argument
against y that you believe to be successful. This commits you to giving an account
of the argument and why you think it is sound. If x gives an argument for or
against y that you do NOT think is sound, then that's what you should say!

• The technological fallacy: falsely assumes that any advance in knowledge must be
the result of an advance in technology, or a culture's acquiring of superior
technology. EXAMPLE: It is often claimed that Copernicanism was proved by the
invention of the telescope or the advent of space travel. But the Earth's going
round the Sun is simply not something that can be “seen” (with or without a
telescope), and Copernicanism was accepted on mainly theoretical grounds
centuries before space travel became possible.

CHECKING THE FORM

• Have you proof-read the paper for errors and violations of the “Antirules”
outlined in my “Righting Writing”?

• Did you run a spell check? Are all the proper names spelt correctly?

• Is it typed or word-processed with an acceptable font size and with the required
number of pages?

• Are the page numbers marked on each page? Is it stapled in the top left-hand
corner?

PLAGIARISM

Reminders: You are responsible for your own work. Familiarize yourself with
McMaster’s policy on plagiarism. Intellectual honesty demands that you
acknowledge someone else’s ideas, whether from a book, a conversation, or any
other source.


